Successfully retaining strategic customers and accelerating growth sits atop the agenda of many chief executive officers and their chief marketing and sales officers. Companies competing in mature markets have an urgent need for action due to the rising pressures of strategic purchasing and growing threats from competitors’ customer initiatives. Not surprisingly, a steadily increasing number of companies have launched strategic account management programs as magic bullets to fix deteriorating sales.

Although SAM programs are initiated with the best of intentions, approximately two-thirds run into severe difficulties ranging from (sometimes multiple) program relaunches to termination. Such detours and failures impose heavy burdens on firms, absorbing scarce resources and thus hampering future options, as well as creating disbelief in the promise of the programs and widespread employee burnout.

Implementing SAM is not an ad-hoc sales improvement project. On the contrary, SAM is a continuous learning process and transition that may take 10 to 15 years. Why? Because implementing and then sustaining SAM requires organization-wide, often radical changes in a company’s go-to-market and collaboration strategies, structures, systems, processes and values.

When companies concentrate on operational capabilities, they largely neglect change capabilities critical for embedding and sustaining a high-performance SAM program. To explore these change capabilities, we conducted an international study that revealed that companies with a distinct set of eight change capabilities achieve a higher degree of SAM program institutionalization and program performance. (See Figure 1.)

We thus present our survey findings and emphasize which change capabilities should be developed and deployed by SAM professionals who want to embed their programs successfully and thereby leverage their performance.

**Change capabilities versus operational capabilities**

For their efficient and effective functioning, companies require distinct competencies or
capabilities—the complex bundles of skills, knowledge and routines that set organizations apart from competitors. These capabilities cannot be bought but rather must be developed over time.

Operational SAM capabilities, such as account planning or personnel training, have received significant attention, but our survey instead explored the change capabilities that help sustain SAM program performance because they induce lasting cognitive, behavioral and procedural changes. Mastering the transition to SAM is not a short-term project run by a few specialists in a clearly delineated organizational unit; it is a complex, long-term, organization-wide endeavor that requires deliberate change management and the development of distinct change capabilities.

### Performance effects of change capabilities

The results from our survey provide strong evidence that SAM program performance depends on program institutionalization—in other words, on embedding SAM-specific cognitive, behavioral and procedural changes into an organization’s very fabric. Furthermore, the degree of program institutionalization depends on eight distinct change capabilities. (See Figure 2.) These capabilities are not independent but rather must be deployed simultaneously to drive program institutionalization and performance.

We further divided the sample into high-, middle- and low-performing groups on the basis of their SAM program performance and found that high-performing programs score high on all eight change capabilities and exhibit a high degree of program institutionalization. Low-performing programs lack such change capabilities and show low levels of institutionalization. When we controlled for firm size, country of origin, industry and program age, we found similar results—that is, they are generally applicable across a variety of firms and industries.

### The eight critical change capabilities

In this study we identified eight distinct SAM change capabilities. In the following sections we specify these change capabilities and point out their unique managerial implications.

#### Strategic alignment

Strategic alignment refers to the ability to align a SAM program with its firm’s overall strategy, as well as the customers it targets. High-performance programs regularly verify that their program strategy remains well aligned with the firm’s go-to-market strategy and existing strategic accounts, plus they ensure that any new strategic accounts fit the current program strategy. Strategies generally do not change overnight, but they can change and, for example, create the real risk that a strategic account suddenly finds itself in a commodity market in which price strategies supplant collaborative business approaches.

#### Top management engagement

The ability to engage c-level management goes well beyond passive involvement in, say, reporting operational activities. High-performance SAM programs proactively integrate top management into their internal program activities, including customer strategy meetings and business plan forums, as well as external activities such as preparing for high-level customer meetings or introducing newly appointed strategic account managers to customers’ top management. Keeping SAM on top management’s agenda is no simple task—almost every other firm initiative wants the same attention. Top management therefore must be convinced that its involvement in SAM is not obligatory but necessary to drive new business and value creation with strategic customers on a “top-to-top” basis. At the same time, management engagement should heighten awareness for program challenges and increase
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**Figure 2 — Is your SAM program sustainable?**

The survey results show that eight distinct change capabilities drive the institutionalization and performance of SAM programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change capabilities</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic alignment</td>
<td>Is the SAM program consistent with other things going on in the organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management engagement</td>
<td>Is top management actively engaged in SAM program activities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense-giving</td>
<td>Do people know what is at risk should the SAM program fail?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards alignment</td>
<td>Are people rewarded for supporting the SAM program no matter which department they are in?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value demonstration</td>
<td>Are people aware of the value the SAM program delivers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role explication</td>
<td>Are job descriptions for SAM-related tasks readily available in the organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict resolution</td>
<td>Are SAM program conflicts addressed quickly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource securing</td>
<td>Are the resources allocated to SAM program development sufficient?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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personal identification with and commitment to the program.

**Sense-giving**

We call the ability to make internal and external stakeholders understand the reason for SAM “sense-giving.” In general people hesitate to change, prefer the status quo and perceive SAM as a potential threat to their individual interests. High-performance SAM programs present a compelling rationale for SAM by including customers’ voices, proactively addressing stakeholder concerns with the right language and media, and integrating opinion leaders and role models into the program at an early stage. Unfortunately the most basic questions people ask when confronted with a change process – “What's in it for me?” and “What changes will it cause for me?” – are rarely addressed during SAM implementation. In addition sense-giving cannot be a one-time proclamation; employee fluctuations and the emergence of new corporate initiatives necessitate regular sense-giving efforts.

**Rewards alignment**

When rewards are aligned across the firm, goal congruence ensues. High-performance SAM programs: clearly understand the behavior expected of SAM personnel and adapt formal job profiles accordingly; introduce objective, measurable and reliable SAM metrics for SAM personnel and remove contradicting metrics from former go-to-market models; and reward intended SAM behavior while penalizing counterproductive activities. Reward systems commonly are the last element adapted, often because of measurement issues, a lack of awareness and involvement among human resources departments or a general “do not touch” mindset. The concern is that changing the reward system will change the organization and its way of doing business—but this is what the transition to SAM is about in the first place! Rewards alignment is an absolute necessity because public praise and supernumerary bonus payments cannot sustain motivation in the long run. Still, many companies have yet to realize they are hoping for action A while incentivizing action B, somewhat like training a dog not to bark by feeding it a cookie whenever it barks.

**Value demonstration**

Value demonstration reflects the ability to demonstrate the value of a SAM program to internal and external stakeholders. High-performance programs know the sources of monetary and non-monetary value for both the firm and its strategic customers, and these programs systematically measure, document and communicate that value to everyone involved. Programs that do not regularly demonstrate their top- and bottom-line contributions run the risk of eventually having to justify their existence in retrospect. Effective programs build their success stories over time. Otherwise their achievements are forgotten or other parties can claim responsibility for improvements.

**Role explication**

We call the ability to define the roles and related responsibilities of people involved in SAM “role explication.” High-performance SAM programs sensitize top management to required role changes, obtain management support to resolve rigidities and frictions, and clarify how the roles of people involved in SAM will change in terms of their tasks, responsibilities and competencies. A transparent explication of SAM roles helps reduce ambiguity and unfounded fears. Groups that perceive an imminent threat to their decision-making power, such as country and business line/unit managers, may engage in hidden turf battles, but putting all the cards on the table presses SAM opponents to engage in an open dialogue, which may weaken their counterproductivity in the face of management.
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**Many companies have yet to realize they are hoping for action A while incentivizing action B, somewhat like training a dog not to bark by feeding it a cookie whenever it barks.**
Conflict resolution

The ability to efficiently and effectively resolve SAM-related conflicts becomes a part of daily business in high-performance SAM programs. Conflicts per se are not negative, and a formal, mutually accepted conflict resolution mechanism promotes an open conflict culture that brings hidden power struggles to light and ensures that top management can make final decisions if mediation does not lead to timely and productive results. Consequently, requests for SAM resources should consist of investment plans based on quantifiable, customer-confirmed growth potential.

Conclusion

To master the journey to SAM and achieve superior performance, SAM professionals should follow three principles:

1. Adopt a long-term view of SAM implementation. Performance is important but to be sustainable in the long run requires the institutionalization of the SAM program. Cognitive, behavioral and procedural changes should be truly embedded and become the "new way of doing business."

2. Focus on operational and change capabilities. Operational capabilities are undoubtedly valuable but represent only one side of the coin. Change capabilities, such as rewards alignment and value demonstration, play central roles in mastering the transition to SAM.

3. Systematically develop and deploy change capabilities. Change capabilities cannot be bought when required; they must be deliberately developed over time. All eight change capabilities need to be deployed simultaneously because the whole is more than the sum of its parts.

---


3 We measured SAM program performance with two variables: program effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness refers to the extent to which a SAM program attains market-related goals. Efficiency refers to the extent to which a SAM program attains its goals within established time, budget and planning constraints.
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SAM is a continuous learning process and transition that may take 10 to 15 years.